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Helping Biden Mend Criminal Justice 
By Joel Cohen 

What should/must Biden commit to? Otherwise put, what would help return American to a normalcy that 
has been missing? 

oe  Biden has won, happily so in my opinion. He unquestionably stands for the same core principles of 
American justice that most who will read this would probably embrace. Still, although he was chair of the 
Senate Judiciary Committee from 1987 to 1995, because he was preoccupied with other priorities while 

Foreign Relations Committee chair, Vice President and afterwards, Biden undoubtedly hasn’t intensely 
focused on American justice, warts and all, for many years—particularly ever since the time he held significant 
responsibility for the now-notorious Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act—the “1994 Crime Bill.” 

Biden did acknowledge the error of that bill; he sponsored the Second Chance Act and supported the Obama-
era Fair Sentencing Act. And, yes, he has the former attorney general of California as his Veep. But suppose 
President-elect Biden were to ask for a back of the envelope “eight things” to help repair American justice, 
particularly given the Trump Administration’s often egregious and sometimes bizarre notions of justice that 
has often driven it to the brink. What should/must Biden commit to? Otherwise put, what would help return 
American to a normalcy that has been missing since President Trump and his attorneys general chose to 
become unambiguously sycophantic to the President’s uncommonly partisan or political goals for the Justice 
Department—goals often designed to appeal to the base? 

Curing the partisan nature of the Attorney General as de facto “lawyer for the president.” In retrospect, 
Robert Kennedy should never have been President Kennedy’s attorney general. As the President’s brother, the 
inherent conflicts created by the obvious nepotism were all too apparent. Appropriately, the Congress later 
acted to make such an appointment unlawful. But an attorney general needn’t be the president’s relative to 
be conflicted—Attorney General Barr’s unbending course of conduct has made that clear. 

Thus, to avoid these appearance issues and actual conflicts, President Biden should commit to a full 
time employee of the Justice Department—call him, say, Adjutant Attorney General—whose function, 
unreviewable by the Attorney General, is to supervise and be finally responsible for any investigation of the 
President or his administration. The President would commit to the “Adjutant” being selected by a bi-partisan 
committee of the Congress or three justices of the Supreme Court randomly selected. 

Enacting legislation to repeal the sentencing guideline protocol and “advisory” guidelines. The sentencing 
guideline protocol was enacted in 1987 for the then (and maybe still) lofty goal of eliminating sentencing 
disparities. It hasn’t worked, particularly because it created sentences that are typically far too harsh, even 
now notwithstanding that the guidelines are no longer mandatory. 

Judges shouldn’t be hamstrung by proscribed sentences. Rather, judges, each appointed by the president and 
confirmed by the Senate, should retain full discretion to impose sentences based on the conduct in question, 
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the background of the defendant and many other factors. To ensure fairness and deter sentencing disparity 
(including racial disparities), each judge, in each case, should be required, pursuant to a national rule or 
legislation proposed by the President, to consult with two other judges in her court, selected at random, who 
have been provided with the probation report and given the opportunity to share 
their nonbinding recommendations to the sentencing judge who alone will decide and impose the sentence. 

Abolishing mandatory minimums. Tied to sentencing guidelines and mass incarceration, too many crimes are 
(arbitrarily, I believe) the subject of “Mandatory Minimums” imposed by the legislature, removing discretion 
from the judges who sentence defendants. The goal of these laws was to promote uniformity—it didn’t matter 
which judge had the case as the law determined the sentence. But these minimums tie judges’ hands, and give 
prosecutors the ability to charge, or threaten to charge, crimes which would force a judge to impose a specific 
sentence. What started as perhaps a well-intentioned attempt at uniformity in fact created severe injustices, 
and made it impossible for a judge to look at the particular defendant in front of her. 

A Biden-administration should support legislation to abolish these laws. 

Reducing mass incarceration nationally through alternative sentencing that will reduce the length of jail 
sentences and help defendants re-enter society. Virtually all experts believe that federal sentences are too 
long. Yet, many judges still strictly follow the now-advisory-only sentencing guidelines. Through legislation to 
be introduced by a Biden Administration, sentences, except for violent or significant drug cases, can even 
remain the same length, but with judges given the option to reduce terms of incarceration by ordering, say, 
that part of the sentence should be served alternatively, e.g., in a halfway house or by home confinement 
where the inmate can be employed during the day. 

Beyond that, though, a procedural rule—if necessary, legislation—should be enacted to return to a practice 
previously authorized by former Rule 35 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. It accorded the sentencing 
judge, within 120 days after sentence or after a defendant’s criminal appeal was denied, the opportunity—call 
it, a “safety valve”—to reduce the defendant’s sentence for virtually any reason. Examples: a new indication of 
remorse; change family circumstances; deteriorated health conditions. Just consider how COVID-19 petitions 
that are warranted in these times might be enhanced and eased by such a change. 

Alternatively, or perhaps in addition, shouldn’t President Biden’s attorney general support a rule which would 
allow a judge, or a panel of judges, to re-visit a sentence after, e.g., half of it is served, allowing 
reconsideration based on new circumstances and prison behavior. 

Finally, for some offenses, diversionary courts, designed to keep offenders “out of the system,” should 
become widely available. They can result in the dismissal of an indictment if the offender completes various 
requirements, such as education, restitution, supervision and community service. 

Adhering to the pardon practice and increasing the use of sentence commutations, all to be awarded to 
individuals who need them—not individuals with ties to the president. Some of the pardons and 
commutations granted by President Trump (not to mention President Clinton) were simply scandalous. Yes, a 
president has the unreviewable right and authority under the Constitution to grant pardons and sentence 
commutations to anyone. And some presidents, including even Trump, have used commutations to correct 
injustices. Since there is, or at least had been, a scrupulous procedure within the Justice Department 
that theoretically screens pardon and commutation applications, the procedure must be strictly adhered to—
something that was notably not done by President Trump. 

But beyond that, sentence commutations can be a corrective for unfair, harsh and even retributive sentences 
that were unwarranted in the first place, or even in retrospect. The commutation practice should be employed 
far more often, but with the recommendation of a bi-partisan panel. What would be wrong with a president 
committing to a specific number of commutations annually—say 250, 500, 1,000 or even 5,000? A 
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commutation need not cause the immediate release of a prisoner, but it may shorten a sentence. In the 
extreme case, perhaps to time served, but also, in the instance of extremely harsh sentences to, perhaps, ten 
years or even five years or the like. And it may encompass the alternatives to incarceration discussed above, 
which help those who have been incarcerated re-enter society. 

Appointing Justices to the Supreme Court only upon the recommendations of a qualified, independent 
panel. The Supreme Court and Circuit judges selected by Trump have been particularly partisan appointees, 
and they do impact criminal justice, potentially severely. Biden will, of course, want to reverse the momentum 
of these choices and “level the playing field” by appointing more liberal-minded justices. Nonetheless, under 
this proposal, he would commit to selecting an independent panel of all segments of the legal community, 
with some distinguished laypeople, which would present seven candidates for each Supreme Court position. 
And the President would select each appointee from the group of seven candidates recommended by the 
panel for each seat. 

President-elect Biden has already committed to forming a blue-ribbon commission to explore the idea of 
adding seats to the Court. I’m not a fan of court-packing even though what Trump did in fast-tracking the 
clearly qualified Justice Barrett was disturbing in the extreme. Still, whatever the independent commission’s 
recommendation, propriety must prevail over partisanship. There will be sufficient individuals selected by the 
independent panel proposed here to provide the President with judicial candidates suitable to his purposes 
(which he, like Trump, certainly has a right to)—indeed, candidates who will recognize that American justice 
needs to be reformed. 

Converting the immigration court in America into an independent court –not under supervision of the 
Justice Department. It is hardly well-known that the immigration court in America is actually a part of the 
Justice Department. Meaning, the attorney general is not only a litigant before an immigration judge, but also 
her employer. Imagine trying to fairly decide a case against your employer, which is the litigant that opposes 
the application by one who seeks to stay in the United States. That is what occurs every single day in the 
immigration court which now has approximately 1,000,000 cases on its docket. 

But beyond that—the Trump Administration has strongly opposed immigration from countries below the 
southern border and in the Middle East. Given that immigration policy and the President’s ability to thwart 
asylum applications and encourage deportation decisions, makes the role of immigration judges virtually 
impossible. And it is even worse as President Trump’s appointees have now decertified, i.e., busted, the 
immigration judges’ union, leaving them with little protections. 

Even if the Biden Administration were to have a more lenient immigration policy, the structural nature of the 
immigration court makes independent decision-making impossible. Immigration justice is often closely 
intertwined with criminal justice. Going forward, judges who impose justice need to be totally independent 
from their employer and the President-elect should support legislation to accomplish just that. 

Using federal resources to improve the administration of justice in the state and local courts. Speedy trial 
rights and effective criminal defense are largely available in the federal courts across America. Federal courts 
aren’t typically burdened by overwhelming dockets and defense lawyers who represent the indigent rarely 
have too many cases assigned to them. The state and local courts, though, frequently break down because of 
inflated dockets and overburdened defense attorneys. The federal government must expend greater 
resources to improve the criminal defense function—according defendants counsel who can more effectively 
represent their clients, rather than relegating the accused to lawyers who simply lack the time and capacity. 
The President must be the prime-mover to make this happen. 

* * * 
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President-elect Biden will have much on his plate beginning on January 20. Improving criminal justice will be 
only a small component. The organized bar consisting of experts in the field and practitioners on all sides of 
the criminal process who understand the realities of criminal practice needs to help do his spade work for him. 

 
 Joel Cohen practices white-collar criminal defense law as senior counsel at Stroock & Stroock & Lavan. A 
former state and federal prosecutor, he teaches a class at both Fordham and Cardozo Law Schools based on his 
book “Blindfolds Off: Judges On How They Decide” (ABA Publishing, 2014). 
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